Ardán designs, patents & markets worldwide, specialist audio enhancement products targeted at Pro audio, musicians, recording studios, stage, home recording, home cinema, audiophile, PC, gaming, video entertainment and audio forensics markets.

The Elevation Pro Speaker Stand:  
Created, patented, engineering design: Brent Smith  
Product design and art direction: James Ennis
Elevation Pro Speaker Stands | built to elevate your sound experience

Welcome to the World of Elevation Pro™ speaker stands. A breakthrough speaker stand that will improve your speaker sound experience by up to 30%*.

Features:
- Holistic Sound Isolating Design
- Sound Enhancement Controls
- Tilt and Rotate Positioning (tilt to 36º backward and 15º forward, rotate to 40º either side of center)
- Scalable to Match your Speaker Dimensions
- Supports Pro-Speakers up to 20kg
- Designed for Pro and Home Audio
- Patented Design

 IsoBase™
Isolation enhancements further augmented through the implementation of IsoBase™ that uses isolating materials, including unique, silica-filled tubes, to create an effective sound isolation base, known as ‘decoupling’ the speaker sound from the mounting surface.

TILT Dial
Complete control of speaker orientation with very fine controls. Tilt adjustment allows you to rear tilt your speakers up to 36º and forward tilt your speakers by up to 15º.

Elevation
The composite construction materials, air-space underneath, and isolation points were chosen and integrated into the design for their dampening qualities to ensure as little sound as possible is transmitted through the base.

PAN lock
Adjustable base and rear support rods to match the dimensions of your existing speakers. Heat vanes are not impacted.

*Independent International test confirmation in progress.
Elevation Pro | holistic sound isolation and enhancement controls

Elevation Pro™ speaker stands bring holistic sound isolating design and sound enhancement controls to your fingertips. Elevate Your Sound – Achieve enhanced out-front sound and improve the resonance, range and clarity of sound output from your existing speakers.

max dimensions
Speakers up to 20kg (44lbs)
Speaker sizes up to 390mm x 292mm x 332 mm (15” x 11.5” x 13”)

Cable control
Cable management guides to provide for a 90 degree crossover of power lead cables and speaker cables.

Adjustability
PAN movement +/- 40° either side of centre, TILT movement from -15° to 36°.
Elevation Pro | speaker stands for studio, home, home cinema, audiophile, post-production and audio forensics
Elevation Pro Speaker Stands | precision, quality & performance

Outstanding precision and quality - for the advanced isolation of mechanical vibration

Up to 30% improvement in sound performance from existing speakers – independent tests to confirm

Better performance from existing speakers – audio quality enhancement

Tilt and rotate - to locate audio precisely to the listener

Unique sand-filled IsoBase™ – superior audio isolation significantly improves speaker performance, less audio coloration

Established in Ireland June 2009 by Brent Smith and John Gallen.
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